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Abstract 

With the growing threat of climate change, there is a 
growing interest in quantifying a building’s 
environmental impact within the building industry. 
Several states and municipalities have taken action to 
pass laws targeting greenhouse gas (GHG) emission 
reductions with financial penalties for enforcement. 
Where legislation action is absent, large institutions and 
individual building owners have begun to set their own 
carbon mitigation targets. With this interest to 
decarbonize the growing building stock, understanding 
the terminology and methodology behind quantifying 
carbon emissions and specifically operational carbon 
emissions has become critical to the building consulting 
profession. 

In an effort to clarify the use of operational carbon 
emission factors (EFs), this paper examines the various 
carbon emission definitions, data sources, temporal 
resolutions, geographical resolutions, uses, and best 
practices. Based on this review, this paper provides 
recommendations on how and when certain carbon 
metrics should be used by building design professionals. 

Introduction 
There is currently a push within the building design 
industry to reduce the operational carbon emissions of a 
building through electrification strategies (switching 
from fossil fuels to electricity). This effort is made with 
the assumption that the electricity grid in the U.S. will 
decarbonize through a shift in generator technology from 
fossil fuel sources like coal and natural gas to renewable 
energy sources like solar and wind. However, with no 
federal mandate to decarbonize the whole electrical 
system this effort is left to the various states, grid 
regulative authorities, and utility energy providers to 
tackle. This situation has led to 21 states, the District of 
Columbia, and Puerto Rico passing legislation that sets 
targets for carbon free electricity (CESA 2022). This 
individualized effort is made despite the fact that the US 

electricidal grid is a complex network of electrical 
generators that are networked together locally and at a 
much larger scale that do not follow the boundaries of 
most states (Figure 1). The misalignment between 
regulation and operation creates barriers to 
understanding when the grid will decarbonize and how 
emissions should be calculated until it does. 

The fragmented approach to grid decarbonization goes 
beyond electricity generation and to the regulations that 
set the minimum level of building energy performance. 
While the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) approves 
the latest International Energy Conservation Code 
(IECC) that states are mandated to consider, state 
governments are free to determine the best approach for 
their constituents (42 U.S. Code § 6833). This 
circumstance has left states and cities to adopt different 
vintages of building energy codes that vary greatly in 
how they approach building energy performance and the 
goal of decarbonization. While having the strictest 
climate goals and energy code in the U.S., California’s 
energy code (T24 part 6) does not directly regulate 
carbon emissions. Instead, the code utilizes hourly time-
dependent valuation (TDV) as a weighted cost metric 
and long run marginal source energy (LRMSE) as a 
proxy for carbon emissions or environmental benefit (E3 
2020). In New York City on the other hand, Local Law 
97 of 2019 sets carbon emission limits per building 
occupancy group and at different interval years that 
require explicit carbon emission calculations using 
average annual representation of electricity emissions. 
Beyond these two examples are other agencies, building 
design standards, and research papers that outline 
different methodologies for calculating carbon emissions 
related to buildings. No one method is prevalent for 
accurately estimating the carbon emission impact of 
building on the electrical grid. 

Fundamentally, to quantify the emissions caused by a 
building using a mixture of energy sources, the 
emissions per unit of energy consumed or the energy’s 
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emission factor (EF) is needed. Finding this EF for most 
fossil fuel based sources of energy can be 
straightforward as the value per unit is constant. 
However, for electricity, the generators used to produce 
electricity vary based on time, location, and demand 
within the electrical grid. Each generator produces a 
different amount of emissions per unit of electricity. The 
availability of data as well as how responsibility for 
electricity emissions is counted further increases the 
types of EFs that can be produced. There is a growing 
body of work around the computation of electricity EFs 
that is outpacing building regulations and standards (de 
Chalendar et al. 2020).  

This evolving field leads to the main point of this paper; 
what EF data should be used to quantify the emissions 
embodied in the electircity used in a building? This paper 
first layouts out the variables associated with EFs 
including types of emission, emissions factor metrics, 
temporal domains, and geographic domains then reviews 
the current sources EF data. The paper then discusses the 
available data sets based on the needs of building 
professionals. The EF data presented focuses on 
published data that can be used by building design 
professionals and not calculation methodologies used to 
create EF factors or a quanitiative comparison of the EF 
data.  

 

 
Figure 1 U.S. electrical power regions.  

Circles represent balancing authorities(EIA 2016) 

 

Emission Factor Variable Review 
Is important to be specific when discussing the units 
revolving around carbon EFs because of the number of 
variables associated with building energy use and the 
operations of the electrical grid. The energy consumed 
by a building, the emissions generated when electricity 
is produced, and what a unit of electricity represents all 
have different interpretations. 

Site vs Source Energy 

Building energy use is often evaluated as site or source 
energy use. Site energy use describes the primary and 
secondary energy consumed by a building. Primary 
energy being the raw fuel burned while secondary energy 
is the energy product (electricity) produced from a raw 
fuel. While using the same unit of measurement, a unit 
of primary and secondary energy are not directly 
comparable. To arrive at an accurately, comparable 
metric, the secondary energy use must be traced back to 
where it was converted from a raw fuel to an energy 
source. Source energy use describes this process of 
tracing back the energy and accounting for all losses due 
to transmission and distribution.  

Source-Site ratios are used to convert site to source 
energy use and are calculated using the primary energy 
involved in electricity generation divided by net 
generation (Energy Star 2020). Site to source energy 
ratios are separate from the calculation of EFs. However, 
the descision to use site or source energy in your EF 
calculation will determine if a source-site ratio should  be 
included. Site or source energy are both acceptable 
metrics when calculating electrical emissions. When 
utilizing source energy for calculating emissions, the 
electricity generated from onsite sources should be 
removed from the total electricity consumed onsite.  

Green House Gas Emissions 

There are a number of greenhouse gases (GHGs) that the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
identifies as significant contributors of climate change. 
These GHGs are evaluated based on their ability to 
absorb energy and their lifespan in the atmosphere. A 
typical 100 year Global Warming Potential (GWP) was 
developed using carbon dioxide (CO2) as a reference to 
compare other GHGs. A GWP greater than one refers to 
a GHG that has a larger impact on warming the Earth 
compared to CO2 overtime (EPA 2021). 

Different human activities produce different GHGs at 
different concentrations. The most common GHG 
released is CO2 and is produced through burning fossil 
fuels (coal, natural gas, and oil). Electricity production 
in the United States relies mostly on burning fossil fuels 
and each fuel burned releases not only CO2 at different 
amounts but also a range of other GHGs such as methane 
(CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) (EPA 2021). Because 
these GHG have different GWPs, emissions from a 
single emission source are more easily compared when 
bundled together using the common metric carbon 
dioxide equivalent (CO2e). This common unit is 
generated using the GWP for each GHG and the amount 
of GHG emitted. The total is then considered CO2e 
because one GWP is equal to the impact of one CO2 so 
the impact can now be expressed as one number. While 
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electricity EFs are provided for different GHGs, CO2e 
should be used when calculating the emissions from a 
building. 

Average Emission Factors 

The most common way of calculating EFs is to measure 
the total amount of GHG emissions emitted per kWh of 
electricity produced over a period of time and within a 
geographic boundary.  This methodology creates 
Average Emission Factors (AEFs) that can be generated 
from recorded, simulated, or projected data.  Some 
complications can be introduced if the total emissions are 
included from the electricity generators within a 
boundary or from the electricity consumed within the 
boundary. Electricity consumed within a boundary 
would include the electricity imported into the region. 
This distinction in emissions can be difficult to parse 
depending on the region analyzed and how the data is 
generated (de Chalendar et al. 2019, de Chalendar et al. 
2020). This metric is most often provided by regulatory 
agencies to be used for accounting purposes and is the 
most common metric available to building designers.  

Short Run Marginal Emission Factors 

Another paradigm of electricity emission accounting is 
quantifying the avoided emissions or the difference in 
emissions due to a deliberate change in energy demand. 
Instead of looking at the total emissions produced from 
all generators in a region, avoided emissions are 
measured by finding the last generator needed to meet 
the grid demand also known as the marginal generator. 
The marginal generator is determined generally as the 
cheapest electricity seller on the power market that has 
spare capacity (Corradi 2019). The emissions from this 
marginal generator that are caused by a change in 

demand are reflected as Marginal Emission Factors 
(MEFs) or Short Run Marginal Emissions Factors 
(SRMEFs). SRMEFs change as the demand on the grid 
changes and resources are brought online or taken offline 
to respond (Figure 2) making the time when electricity 
consumed critical to estimating emissions. SRMEFs are 
useful when evaluating time sensitive demand side 
interventions like demand response programs, load 
shifting, or energy storage technologies (Siler-Evans et 
al. 2012). 

SRMEF are measured by changes in generation 
emissions divided by the changes in electricity 
production in a specific period of time (typically one 
hour). The marginal generator and SRMEF depend on 
the geographic boundary of the system considered and 
on the generator mix of that defined region. Imports and 
exported energy are typically ignored as only generators 
within a boundary are expected to be displaced by 
changes in demand. These factors make identifying the 
marginal generator difficult and make directly collecting 
the data almost impossible. 

There is a growing body of work focusing on generating 
SRMEFs to overcome the challenge of collecting 
marginal generator data. Siler-Evans et al. 2012 and 
Thind et al. 2017 present methods using historical data 
to develop ex facto SRMEFs. A more common method 
is to use dispatch models that stimulates the operation of 
the electrical grid and its generators (Callaway et al. 
2017). These models are typically informed by historical 
emissions data, but utilize different modeling 
methodologies to resolve issues of data inconsistency 
and be able to analyze data in almost real time (Corradi 
2019, de Chalendar et al. 2020, de Chalendar et al. 2021). 
Other work focuses on utilizing modeling to do short 

Figure 2 Net load variability in cleanliness of marginal emissions (DiSefano et al. 2019) 
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term forecasting of SRMEFs using machine learning 
(Wang et al. 2020, Leerbeck et al. 2020). Ganon et al. 
2021 utilize power system modeling to project SRMEFs 
to 2050.  

Finding the most accurate and managable methods for 
calculating SRMEFs is an ongoing topic of research.  

Long Run Marginal Emission Factors 

Changing the demand on the electricity system not only 
can avoid emissions on the margin, but can also cause 
larger structural changes to the grid. The number and 
type of generators commissioned or decommissioned as 
well as how the generators are operated can be impacted 
by persistent change on the grid. Changing the 
composition of energy generators would also change the 
amount of emissions caused by the marginal generator. 
Long Run Marginal Emission Factors (LRMEFs), 
purposed by Hawkes 2014, estimate the emissions 
reduction of a change in demand to the marginal 
generator (what is captured by SRMEF) but include the 
structural changes in the electricity system that 
accompany a persistent change in demand over its 
lifetime. This methodology attributes the long-term 
change in emissions back to the original intervention.  

Producing LRMEFs requires a dedicated power system 
model that can forecast future changes to an electrical 
grid. These power system models are ultimately cost 
optimization models that utilize different modeling 
frameworks to approximate the operations of an 
electrical grid. Decisions within a model are driven by 
assumptions for demand profiles, fuel costs, financial 
incentives, available technologies, transmission 
efficiencies, and policy constraints. The LRMEF is 
calculated within a model by running the model twice 
per factor; once with fixed structure assets to create a 
baseline and the next with allowing assets to vary.  The 
different emission rates and change in generator 
utilization produce different emissions for each scenario. 
The difference in emissions between these two runs over 
the entire time horizon studied is the definition of 
LRMEF. Ganon et al. 2021 further clarifies that the 
change in demand does not mean continuous throughout 
the time period, but persistent as in year over year.  

The body of work around calculating LRMEFs is limited 
with the majority of the literature focusing on SRMEFs 
(Ganon et al. 2021). Hawkes 2014 found that LRMEFs 
can diverge significantly from SRMEFs and could 
theoretically be negative if a change has a net effect of 
reducing total emissions with increasing demand. 
Models capable of estimating LRMEFs are complicated 
and try to address the considerable number of factors that 
contribute to investment and operation decisions for 
marginal and base load generators. These assumptions 

should be understood before LRMEFs are used to 
estimate building emissions. 

Temporal Resolution 

Electricity grid EFs can be created for a range of 
temporal resolutions based on the source of the emission 
and the application of the EF. The periods of time 
outlined are relevant to how a year’s worth of emission 
data would be represented. Note that data from more 
granular datasets can be averaged into more general 
metrics, but the opposite is not true. The key time periods 
for EFs with the number of data points and a summary 
of their advantages are as follows: 

Annual Average (1): Summarizes emissions into one 
number that can be applied per unit of electricity. 

Annual Hour Average (24): Provides some trend across 
a day to reflect changes in renewables, but no seasonal 
trends of demand or supply. Hourly average data can be 
created across a year or just for a specific season (TAF 
2019). 

Hourly Month Average (288): Provides enough data 
points to capture both daily and seasonal trends. Often to 
used to visualize the unique impact that high renewable 
capacities have on grid emissions (Figure 3). 

Hourly Average (8760): Typical format for detailed 
annual simulations.  

Five-minute Average (105,120): Used as the time 
interval for the electricity marketplace transactions. This 
data format is used to report real-time or near-real time 
EFs. Five-minute average data is typically averaged to 
hourly average resolution for use in building simulation 
software. 

 

 
Figure 3 Marginal Greenhouse Gas Emissions Profile 
for CAISO. Green indicates hours of low SRMEF and 

red indicates hours of high SRMEF. 

 (DiSefano et al. 2019) 
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Geographic Resolution 

The organization of the electrical grid can be 
overwhelming for someone outside of the industry. 
Several levels of overlapping administration that may or 
may not align regionally and sometimes can only be 
approximated when looking at a map. These 
organizations establish how the grid and the associated 
energy markets are operated, maintained, and developed. 

Understanding the different organizations that are 
asssociated with the grid is important because they frame 
how EFs data is collected and reported. These 
organizations include the North America Electric 
Reliability Corporation (NERC), Independent System 
Operators (ISO), Regional Transmission Operators 
(RTO) and Balancing Authorities (BA).  

These organizations and their subregion distribution 
vary in number and size with some covering all of 
Northern America (defined as the continuous US and 
Canada).  Not all of these organizations publish emission 
data, but their geographic boundaries are often 
referenced for emission accounting purposes. The 
following are the typical geographic boundaries 
representations: 

National Average: Provides one summarized EF for the 
entire electricity system in the continuous U.S.  

State Average: Summarized emission data based on if 
the physical location of the generator is within a State. 

NERC Regions: Regions within the continuous U.S. 
designated by NERC that represent portions of the 
electrical grid (Figure 4). 

Balancing Authority Regions: BA’s maintain the fine 
balance between supply and demand on the grid in real 
time. Sixity six balancing authorities are located within 
the continuous U.S. and are show in Figure 5. The 
geographic boundary for each BA is difficult to represent 
as the generators they incorporate are not strictly 
geographically based. Note that the number of BAs 
change as they merge, grow, split, or discontinue 
operation (NERC 2019).  

eGRID Subregions: The U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agencey (EPA) establishes 27 regions for emission 
reporting. These boundaries are meant to capture the 
generation and emissions from the plants within a region 
while limiting the accounting effects of imported and 
exported electricity (Figure 6). These regions are a 
balance between the size of the NERC regions and the 
BA which were either too big or too small. While the 
eGRID subregion boundaries have not changed 
substantially since eGRID 2000, note that some 
generators switch subregions year over year. More 
information on the Emissions & Generation Resource 

Integrated Database (eGRID) can be found in the main 
body of this paper. 

 

 
Figure 4 NERC regional assessment regions (NERC 

2020) 

 

 
Figure 5 Electrical balancing authorities and their 

interconnections (Kaplan et al. 2015) 

 

 
Figure 6 Representational map of eGrid regions based 

on 2019 data (EPA 2021) 

 

Emission Factor Sources  
This section outlines the most applicable organizations 
that consistently produce EF data relevant to the building 
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design industry. Each source was reviewed for the type 
of EF available, the time domain available for each EF, 
and the boundary resolution available. The EF data 
presented focuses on published data that can be used by 
building design professionals and not the calculation and 
accounting methodologies used to create EF factors. 

US Energy Information Agency 

US Energy Information Agency (EIA) is the body within 
the DOE that is responsible for collecting, analyzing, and 
disseminating information on energy and its interaction 
with the economy and the environment. The EIA collects 
data on most energy sources including coal, petroleum, 
natural gas, electrical, renewable, and nuclear. This data 
is collected through the use of forms or surveys. 
Emission data for the electrical grid is collected through 
Form EIA 860, EIA-923, and EIA-930.  

The annual survey Form EIA-860 (and supplemental 
monthly form EIA-860M) collects generator-level data 
for plants over 1 MW in nameplate capacity. The data 
collected describes retired, existing, and future plant 
operational status and  physical characteristics. The 2020 
database generated from this survey provides an 
inventory for 10468 electrical generators in the 
continuous U.S. The actual annual emissions for each 
generator (greater than 1 MW) is collected in Form EIA-
923 and contains estimates for CO2, sulfur dioxide (SO2), 
and nitrogen oxides (NOx) (EIA 2018).  

The information provided in these documentation forms 
are reported by plant operators and often requires 
processing to address data quality issues. While 
important for informing other databases, the EIA-923 
annual average EFs at the generator level are too 
granular at the source level and too general of a time 
period for them to be useful to building professionals  

Through Form EIA-930 the EIA also collects hourly 
demand and net generation information at the BA level 
(and some BA subregions). The EIA-930 data is 
collected through several automated processes that allow 
for timely data reporting with reasonable data quality. 
However, the data stream can be disrupted causing 
missing or anomalous values. This information is useful 
to calculate EFs but is not a dataset that can be used 
natively (Kaplan et al. 2015). Research done by de 
Chalendar et al. 2021 to automatically compile this data 
for hourly carbon intensity heat maps has made the 
dataset more accessible for building designers. The 
hourly AEF data per BA is available from July 2018 to 
the present. 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

The EPA is the main governmental agency that conducts 
assessments and research into environmental issues and 
maintains a wide range of national standards that revolve 

around maintaining public health. Part of that effort 
includes annual publishing the Emissions & Generation 
Resource Integrated Database (eGRID). This database is 
a comprehensive source of emissions data for all 
electrical generators that contribute to the U.S. electrical 
grid. The information is aggregated and published in 
multiple formats that allow the data to support a wide 
variety of users.  

eGRID utilizes data from three principle sources; EPA 
Clean Air Markets Division’s (CAMD) Power Sector 
Emissions Data, EIA-860 monthly and annual data, and 
EIA-923 data. CAMD’s database contains emissions 
data from Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems 
(CEMS) that monitor power plant flue gas composition. 
Combining these resources allow the EPA to estimate 
annual EFs for CO2, NOx, SO2, CH4, and N2O, mercury 
(Hg), and CO2e. However, the three data sources do not 
align exactly in scope and coverage. For instance, 
CAMD data only is only provided for generators over 25 
MW while EIA data covers generators over 1 MW. 
Different adjustments are made to the dataset depending 
on the level and type of data that is not aligned (EPA 
2021). 

eGRID annual emission data is available in 8 aggregated 
regions: unit, generator, plant, state, BA, eGRID 
Subregion, NERC region, and US (total). This data in its 
different aggregations is easily accessible through the 
eGRID Data Explorer (Figure 7). eGRID data is the most 
referenced EF database within the building design 
industry.  

 

 
Figure 7 eGrid Data Explorer (EPA 2021) 
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Independent System Operators and Regional 
Transmission Organizations 

Independent System Operators (ISOs) and Regional 
Transmission Organizations (RTOs) are organizations 
authorized by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) to oversee and control the 
transmission of electricity. Transmission data from these 
orgranizations are reported through several methods 
include the Open Access Same-Time Information 
System (OASIS). Although this data excludes emission 
accounting, it provides real-time access to grid 
operations and can be used to estimate emissions.  

Outside of market and tramission related information, 
only a handful of ISOs directly report emission data. This 
emission data varies in form and ease of access. The ISO 
of New England (ISO-NE) provides retrospective EF in 
an annual report (ISO NE 2021). The only ISO region 
that provides access to sub annual EF data is the 
California ISO (CAISO). CAISO generates five-minute 
average CO2 EFs as a total or as a rate (CAISO 2022). 
ISOs and RTOs provide an incomplete dataset of EFs for 
most of the U.S.  

WattTime  

Wattime is a U.S. based nonprofit organization that 
focuses on the development of technologies to reduce 
carbon emissions.  One of their first developments was a 
new approach to reduce electrical generator emissions 
through the use of Automated Emissions Reduction 
(AER) software. This AER approach requires a near real 
time understanding of the electrical grid MEFs to 
propose when energy consuming devices should reduce 
their electrical demand. WattTime developed proprietary 
algorithms based on empirical models to acomplish this 
task. While proprietary, the WattTime algorithm was 
reviewed and validated by the Rocky Mountain Institute 
(RMI) before incorporating WattTime as a subsidiary 
organization (Mandel et al. 2017). 

WattTime provides a subscription-based service that 
provides real-time (5 minute data) MEFs and historical 
MEFs for up to two previous years. Real time data is 
created using their algorithm and the automated data 
reporting from EPA’s CEMS and ISO’s OASIS. While 
capable of producing real-time data in a building 
industry case study WattTime proposed using three-year 
average, hourly MEFs for building analysis. This 
aggregation captures seasonal to daily variation but 
reduces the impact of weather variations that can affect 
energy generations (DiSefano et al. 2019).  

electricityMap 

electricityMap (previously know as Tomorrow) is an 
organization that leds the creation of an open-source 
visualization of electrical grid carbon intensity. The 

carbon intensity map covers more than 50 countries and 
200 grid geographies including the U.S (Figure 8). For 
each region included in the map, electrictyMap pulls data 
from multiple entities and processes them to produce 
clean data outputs. Tracked data includes electricity 
consumption, average emissions, and marginal 
emissions that can be produced in an hourly format.  
Twenty four hour forecasts and real-time data (intervals 
less than an hour and with less than 2 hours of delay) EFs 
are available and generated through using machine 
learning and large historical databases (electrictyMap 
2022). 

 

 
Figure 8 Carbon intensity map of available regions 

(electrictyMap 2022) 

 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is 
a national laboratory sponsored by the U.S. DOE that 
specializes in the research and development of energy 
efficiency technologies across the energy, building, and 
transportation sectors. NREL is responsible for creating 
a variety of tools and reports that support the 
development of the U.S. electrical and building sectors. 
In 2020 NREL published the first version of a tool called 
Cambium that was designed to produce more usable 
metrics in the U.S. electrical sector. Cambium produces 
structured datasets of hourly cost, emission, and 
operational data by transforming the outputs from two 
electrical power system cost models; Regional Energy 
Deployment System (ReEDS) and PLEXOS. Together 
these models project the structural changes and hourly 
operation of a future electrical system under different 
possible futures. Cambium utilizes five of NREL’s 
Standard Scenarios to incorporate sensitivity in 
technology costs (Cole et al. 2021). 

The Cambium dataset provides EF factors for CO2, CH4, 
N2O, and CO2e.  Starting in the 2021 version, Cambium 
provides total emissions and emissions from generator 
precombustion and direct combustion energy. Cambium 
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provides average EFs based on accounting methodology 
surrounding generation, consumption, traded electricity, 
and carbon captured.  

Cambium also provides SRMEF and LRMEFs for each  
available timestep. The marginal generator is not a native 
output for either of the cost models despite being 
modeled data. Some processing is required to determine 
the marginal generator that may evolve to become more 
accurate (Ganon et al. 2021). This is also true for the 
LRMEF as the methodology for LRMEFs was updated 
between the first and second Cambiums versions (2020 
and 2021) to include incremental improvements and 
reduce noise.  

The Cambium data is structured around biennial data 
provided for 2020 through 2050. A year provided in the 
Cambium database represents the stated year and the 
preceding year. Each Cambium year is aggregated as 
annual average, annual hour average, hourly month 
average, and hourly average.  

Cambium provides several geographic distributions of 
the data including national and state averages. However, 
the models used to produce Cambium data do not align 
with the accounting boundaries used for real emission 
reporting. This issue complicates how more granular 
aggregations of the data are organized. The 134 
balancing areas of the ReEDS model (compared to the 
66 BAs) are grouped into reasonable geographic 
approximations called Generation and Emission 
Assessment (GEA) regions (Figure 9, 10). While these 
regions are based off of the EPA’s eGRID regions they 
are not identical.  

The Cambium database provides a significant 
contribution to the publicly available hourly AEF, 
SRMEF, and LRMEF data. The data is also easily 
accessible through a scenario viewer and data 
downloader (Gagnon et al. 2021). 

 

 
Figure 9 Balancing area and reliabilty assessment 

zones used in Cambium, ReEDS, and PLEXOS (Ganon 
et al. 2021) 

 

 
Figure 10 Generation and emissions assessment 

regions (eGRID subregion approximation) (Ganon et 
al. 2021) 

 

Discussion 
The development of EFs for the U.S. electrical system is 
an evolving field that is becoming more relevant to the 
building profession as buildings try to decarbonize 
through electrification. Current design standards used in 
the building industry do not acknowledge the range in 
emission metrics and sources that are now available. The 
variety of sources provided in this paper do not directly 
answer the question of which EF should be used to 
estimate building emissions, but together can provide 
some guidance.  

The sources presented and the work surrounding the 
topics generally concur that highly aggregated temporal 
and geographic data do not capture the seasonal trends 
needed for building emission analysis. DiSefano et al. 
2019 demonstrates the difference between hourly and 
annual data while de Chalendar et al. 2019 and Siler-
Evans et al. 2012 demonstrate the regional difference in 
AEFs and MEFs. Corradi et al. 2021 recommends real, 
hourly data (at least) that is geographically associated 
with the energy consumed. Geographic boundaries of 
EFs should reflect actual grid interconnection and not 
state boundaries.  

Hourly AEFs and MEFs are more available with the 
advancement of real time electrical system data streams 
and the methods to process the information. This leads 
to questions about what metric and from what source of 
hourly data should be used. Corradi et al. 2021 outlines 
that AEF captures the emissions over a period of time 
needed for emissions accounting but does not consider 
the consequences of interacting with the grid that would 
be captured by SRMEFs. DiSefano et al. 2019 also 
recommends SRMEFs as the appropriate metric for any 
change in demand on the grid including a new buildings 
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or energy efficiency measures. The authors of Cambium 
recommend LRMEF over SRMER if the marginal 
change in demand is persistent for several years (Ganon 
et al. 2021). Ganon et al. 2021 and Hawkes 2014 both 
recognize that despite SRMEFs and LRMEFs diverging 
significantly they each can have their own uses given the 
techonology or scenario evaluated. 

The current body of work does not point to using one EF 
metric for quanitfying building electricial emissions. All 
three metrics are appropriate for capturing the emissions 
of a building depending on the purpose of the analysis. 
AEFs, SRMEFs, and LRMEFs can be analyzed at the 
same time by a building design professionals. The EF 
data  utilized should align in the GHG emission, 
temporal resolution, geographic resolution, and source 
of data when possible and be the same throughout the 
phases of a project.  

There is a limited body of work that quantitatively 
compares the different sources of EFs and how using 
different metrics could effect decisions by building 
designers. DiSefano et al. 2019 compares annual GHG 
emissions of buildings using annual average AEFs from 
the eGrid dataset and hourly average SRMEFs from 
WattTime. While this study does show a significant 
difference between these metrics (up to 60-70%), the 
study does not compare the percision or accuracy of the 
data with similar resolutions. Comparing EFs from 
different sources with similar geographic and temporal 
resolutions is a recommended topic for future research. 

While typically referenced by building standards for its 
reporting consistency, the EPA’s eGRID database of 
recorded emissions suffers from only containing annual 
average EF data. Cambium is likely to replace eGRID 
for future building standards because of its higher 
temporal resolution and robust selection of geographic 
aggregations and emission metrics. Cambium might be 
the best tool to address the frequent updates needed for 
an EF database to capture the changing regulations of the 
electrical grid discussed by Siler-Evans et al. 2012.  

There is also a possibility that other EF metrics may be 
developed to address unique circumstances that could 
arise as the grid decarbonizes. The development of proxy 
metrics similar to the long run marginal source energy 
(LRMSE) metric used in T24 2022 might be further 
adopted by other states if legislation further stifles the 
regulation of carbon emissions. 

Given the localized nature of building regulations and 
the complexity surrounding electrical grid emisions, 
there will likely not be a consistent source of emission 
data that can be applied across all aspects of building 
design and regulation. Because of this, it is important for 
building designers to become educated in the different 

EFs available to better design for the decarbonizing 
electrical grid. 
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